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SUSTAINABILITY
AT A GLANCE

At SECURE Energy Services, sustainability begins with a strong cultural and financial
foundation to ensure responsible growth. We are in the business of helping our clients
operate in a more sustainable way, so we go above and beyond to ensure that the industry
and communities we serve are enriched and protected for future generations.
“We are in the business of protecting the environment, and are proud of our commitment to exceed regulatory
requirements with our products and services. In 2015, we continued to discover innovative approaches to help
our clients manage their environmental liabilities while improving our health and safety record and launching
initiatives that have lead to continuous improvement. We embed a mindset of financial, environmental and social
sustainability throughout the work we do. The accomplishments shared here are a direct result of that mindset and
we are happy to share them with all of our stakeholders.”

Rene Amirault
President and CEO

In 2015, we raised $198 million
of equity financing and we also
extended the maturity date of our
existing $700 million syndicated
credit facility by one year.

We were able to save close to $10 million from
Continuous Improvement initiatives by improving
our processes and reducing our costs.

We opened 3 new facilities in strategic areas to meet
the needs of our clients for a total of 38 facilities.

$262 MM Drawn on Credit Facility

BC

$16 MM Letters of Credit

AB

SK

$422 MM Available Credit Facility

MB

Decreased our corporate safety
Total Recordable Incident Frequency
(“TRIF”) by 18%.
2015

0.97
2014

ND

1.19

We launched GENC: CARING FOR OUR COMMUNITIES which
is a campaign focused on monthly giving opportunities to support
our communities in need through volunteerism and sponsorship.

EMPLOYEES

136

We donated over

$300,000

to local charities and
organizations throughout
our Canadian and US operations.

CONTRIBUTED
HOURS OF

532

VOLUNTEERING WITH

CALGARY BASED
CHARITIES IN 2015.

We completed 125 digs for pipeline integrity
totaling 3,700 m of pipeline inspected.

We have completed 1,000+
environmental site surveys
for our clients.

We remediated and reclaimed over 130 acres of land for our clients throughout
Western Canada. That is the equivalent of almost 65 Canadian football fields.

Recycled over 17 million kgs of steel,
totaling over $2 million in recycled
steel credit for our clients.

We avoided 2,500,000 kms
of water hauling by truck
through the use of hightech pumping and transfer
equipment offered as part of
our Integrated Fluid Solutions.

We recovered over 13,000 m3 or over 81,000 barrels of oil from upstream oil and gas by-products .

Our OnSite division installed 100 m of capped sheet piling to prevent further shoreline erosion on the
west side of Alberta’s Blood Indian Park Reservoir.

Safely managed over
8.5 million m3 of
oilfield fluids.

Safely disposed of
1.5 million tonnes
of oilfield solids.

We continued to develop our innovative drilling,
completions, chemical EOR and production chemical
solutions that improve efficiencies, optimize production
and reduce environmental impact.

We continued to build
lasting partnerships with
government, academia
and industry by:
• studying the life cycle
fluid footprint of hydraulic
fracturing in British Columbia
• researching the continuing
breeding activity of the
Western Boreal Toad at
our Fox Creek Landfill
• piloting a research project
to find a safe, cost-effective
and environmentally friendly
solution for the treatment
of PCB contaminated soil

We were a participant in two Alberta Environment and Park
Committees to develop a new policy for water re-use and piloting
a new process for the development of new regulations and policies.
In line with SECURE’s dedication to sustainability, we have distributed this document digitally.
Please refrain from printing if not entirely necessary. Thank you!

